
Outsource to Freelance Writers, Technical Writers,
Copywriters, and Content Writers for Compelling Copy

I don't know about you but I find writing compelling and attractive copy on a website or a catalogue 
or a brochure one of the hardest things to do. I think that my copy writing skills wouldn't be able to 
attract a man to water even if he was dying with first. Luckily for 'writing impaired' people like me 
there is a solution and that solution is to outsource my copy to someone much more qualified. 
Freelance writers specializing in everything from ad copy to technical writing are ready, willing, and 
able to take on any project. If you're like me and writing isn't your thing, or you simply don't have 
time to tackle it yourself, then hiring a freelance writer makes a great deal of sense.

One of the great aspects of outsourcing your writing is that you don't have to depend on your local 
muse to inspire you with gifted prose; you can simply borrow some one else's. And the truth be told, 
some muses are just simply better at some subjects. If you've never tackled a romantic western, a sci-
fi thriller maybe now is not the time to tackle such demanding genres or maybe it is the right time to 
find a freelancer who is passionate about such subjects. It is a growing secret among writers that 
some of the best sellers are not written by the author whose name is on the book but rather by a 
hard working ghost writer who will happily get the pay while the 'author' gets the fame.

If you're looking for copywriters to write compelling copy then it's normal to go straight to the phone
book. However in general these copywriters will charge you high hourly rates, and for many people 
this may be fine. However if you wish to get an even more competitive quote then it's simply a case 
of going online and access the many hundreds of writers worldwide who make a living writing for 
other people and winning their contracts. For a much more competitive price you will have access to 
highly skilled writers who will endeavor to give you exactly what you need.

It is true that no writer is an expert on all things. Instead of lamenting on your inability to be all things
why not go online and greet the experts when you need them as you need them. It's cheaper than 
opening the phone book and it's more time efficient than learning the skill yourself. I'm sure you 
would make a great copywriter, whereas I have long given up on trying.
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